Let T be an integral. One defines dorn/ Tc by the following conditions: (Ci) & n 7 is finite or void; (c2) there exists a continuous, additive F such that F(I') = T(f, I') whenever (/,/') e domr, /'£/.
Define Fc(/ I) = F(I). It is clear that Fc is an integral. Let £^7. Lety^=7xB, where xe is the characteristic function of E. One says/is F-integrable on E if fE is F-integrable on 7.
One defines dorn, T" by the following conditions : (hi) / is F-integrable on Sf and on each of the intervals Ik contiguous to Sf u {a, b}.
(ha) 2 0(T;f; Ik)<ao, where 0(T;f;J) = suor^ \T(fJ')\. Define FH(/, 7) = F(/, Sf) + 1 T(f Ik). Clearly F" is also an integral.
Let {Ta} be a sequence of integrals, in general transfinite, such that Ta^T(l whenever a<ß. Define dorn 2a <« Tß = {Jß<a dorn Te and if (/ I') e dorn J,ß<a F", define (Ie<aTe)(f I') = Teo(f, I'), where ß0 is the least ordinal such that (/ I') e dorn FV Write tch = (Tc)h. We define a transfinite sequence {77a} of integrals as follows:
let SC be the Lebesgue integral, 77° = se, Da = ( 2 Dß)c" if a>0. Let £2 be the first uncountable ordinal. Then it is well known ( [2] , 258) that if 77* is the restricted Denjoy integral, 77* = 2 Da-2. A constructive definition using the Burkill integral. We define dorn, TH* by the following conditions : (h*) there exists a closed set IFs7 such that / is F-integrable on W and on each 7's 7 with 7' n W= 0 ; (h*) if we define
then J, i/< exists and J ^ is continuous (note that if J, F exists, then f;, F exists for all 7' s 7 and Jr F is additive).
Define FH,(/ I) = T(fw, I)+ J", 0. We note that TH' is an integral. For suppose that fe dom¡ TH'. Let /'£/.
If J' n W=0, then /e dorn,. F so that, taking IF'=7' in the definition of dorn,. T"\ we see that/e dorn,. rH\ If J' r\W*0, then since /w e dorn, T and F is an integral, fw e dorn,. F. Now, since f, </r exists, so does jj. t/j ( [1], p. 70) . Recall that continuity of J" ^ is assumed in the definition of dom; T"'. Therefore, in either case fe dorn.,-T"'. Since T is an integral, T(fw,J') is an additive, continuous function of the /'£/; it is known ( [1] , p. 70) that J <A is additive. Therefore T"'(f J') is an additive, continuous function of the J'^J, and condition (i) is satisfied. Now suppose fe dom7l T"\ i'=l,2, where 7i and 72 are abutting. With no loss in generality we may assume 7i is to the left of 72. Choose IFjC7¡, /= 1, 2, closed sets satisfying the requirements of the definition of fe dom/.r"*, and let 0, be the functions corresponding to T"', f and IF¡, i'=l, 2, in this definition. Set Ö! = sup Wx, ¿?a = inf IF2. If ax -bx, choose W = WxU W2.
Then IF is closed and, since T is an integral, by condition (iï), fw e domIiKJ¡2 T. Let e>0 and choose 7)¡ =t¡í(e)>0, i =1,2, so that if P¡ is a partition of Iu ¡=1,2, with \Pi\<7)i, then |2rep¡ W) -iil4'i\<£ß, and also so that if {Jlt ...,JP} is any finite sequence of nonoverlapping subintervals of Ix with Max |yfc| <ij¡, then 2ï ¡'/'¡(•Ik)-¡jk <Ai| <Eß (see [1] > P-70). Also, since J" 0¡ is additive and continuous on Ik, 1=1,2, we may choose r¡, 0<-q<min(r¡x,r¡2), so that J^IU \J\<y imply that \jj i/fil <e/8. Now let P be any partition of 7j u 72 with \P\<r¡. Then 2"W)-(f >Px+ f *a) <e. Choosing IF=7, we see that fe dorn, T"' and T"'(f I) = 0. Therefore T"' is an integral. By a known result ( [1] , 90), if T=D*, then T"'zD*. Romanovski ([1] , 91) has defined the following sequence {ZQ of classes of Z)*-integrable functions defined on I. Put feK0 if/is Lebesgue integrable on 7. Let a>0. Then we putfe Ka if one of the following four conditions is satisfied:
(1) there is a partition P such that/is in a class Kß, with ß<a, on each member ofP;
(2) /can be extended to a function which belongs to a class Kß, with /3<a, on some 7'2 7; We define a transfinite sequence {D%} of integrals as follows:
Theorem 1. T^çdom, 77*+1.
Proof. Clearly dorn, D% = KQ. Suppose the theorem is true for all ß<a, for some a>0 and that/E Ka. If condition (1) of the definition of Ka is satisfied, then there is a partition P of 7 such that/E domr 77*+1 for all 7' e P, where ß < a. By condition (ii) for an integral, fe dorn, 77*+1. Since ß+l <a+l,fe dorn, 77*+1. If condition (2) of the definition of Ka is satisfied, then there exists 7' 2 7 such that/s Kß on 7', /3<a. But then by the induction hypothesis, fe dorn,-7)*+1 and by condition (i) for integrals, fe dorn, 77*+1. Since ß+Ka+l, again fe dorn, T)",*l. Now suppose condition (4) of the definition of Ka is satisfied. Then there is a closed set IFs I such that fw e dorn, .S?, and such that, on each 7' £ 7 with 7' n IF= 0, /e domr 77*+1, where /3<a; in addition, §,$ exists and ftp is continuous. It follows that/s dorn, D%+1.
We finally show that if condition (3) of the definition is satisfied, then / is D%+ ^integrable. Now/edomr D%, with j8<«+1, for all I'ç(a,b). Let = (77*) jfdx.
Then Fis continuous on I. In (h*) and (hf) choose F= D%. Note that F(7') = T(f, I') for all 7'£7°. Let W={a,b} and £>0. Choose S>0 such that 7's7, |7-7'|< 8 imply |F(7)-F(7')| <£. Let P be any partition of 7 with \P\ < 8/2. Then
where P' is the set of those members of P which contain neither a nor b. It follows that jj ip = F(I). Clearly J </> is continuous. Therefore Ka £ dom77*+1.
Theorem 2. 77* = 2a<nF»*.
Proof. Let/be 7)*-integrable on 7. Define/=0 outside of 7. Let Sa denote the set of 77*-singular points off in 7. Then {Sa} is decreasing and, thus, stationary (i.e., there is an a0<£i such that Stt=Sa° for all a>a0; see, e.g., [2] , 258). However, feKß for some ß and, therefore, fedom¡Dl+1.
Thus Se + 1=0, which implies S"°= 0 and/sdom; 77".°. We have observed above that T^D* implies FH,ç77*. To show that 77*2 2a<£» D% it is easy to see that if 77* £77* for all ß < a, then 2i <« 77* £ 77*, and that therefore (2" < a Di)"' £ 77*. Since D% = JSf s 77*,
we have the desired containment relation by applying transfinite induction.
3. Comparison of our construction with the classical construction. In the following theorem we restrict our attention to those integrals F which have the property that/E dorn, T whenever I n {f¥=0} is finite. 
It follows that J*;0 = F(Z).
We shall show below that the containment guaranteed by Theorem 3 is proper in general, i.e., there are FH*-integrable functions which are not Fc-integrable.
We note that (hï) and (hf) do not require that/be F-integrable on the intervals I, contiguous to IF. Since f; <\> exists, J <A is continuous, and T(fi T) is an additive function of the closed subintervals of If for all/ it follows that jr <\>=T(f, T) for all such I', and therefore / is reintegrable on I, for all / Moreover, f 4>= Hm T(fil'). Ji, \i,-r\->o The following theorem will immediately establish the inclusion relationships between T", T"\ and TCH.
Theorem 4. Suppose E^I is closed. Let {Ik} be the sequence of intervals contiguous to E\J {a, b). Consider the following two conditions:
(1) for every k, fedomrT for all I'^I° and fedomIlcTc; moreover, 2 0(TC ; f;Ik)< co ; (2) fis T-integrable on all I'^ I such that I' n E= 0 ; moreover, if 4>(i') = T(f,r) i//'nz?= 0, = 0 ifil' r\E+ 0, then J; if1 exists and J </< is continuous. Then (1) and (2) These corollaries follow from a comparison of the conditions in the definitions of T", TH\ and TCH with conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. We show first that (1) We now show that (2) and 7" = [a", Z?"] are two of these intervals with b' < a" such that none of the above intervals intersects (b', a"). Then, since the sum of the lengths of the contiguous intervals contained in 77 is < S/2, it follows that we can partition (b', a") by a sequence of intervals all of whose end-points are in E, and all of which have length < S/2. We put this partition into S. We do this for all pairs 7' and 7" satisfying the above conditions. We thereby obtain a partition S of 7 such that l^l < 8. Since 3 + |J"; <A| + 2? \Tc(f, Ik)\ is an absolute finite constant and /» was arbitrary, 2" 0(Tc;f;Ji)<oD. As we noted above, a similar argument can be used to establish the result for J~. Thus (2) for all x e 7. F(x) is clearly continuous on 7 and differentiable a.e. Let g(x) = F'(x). Let £={0} u {1/«}, « = 2, 3,.... Clearly g is .^-integrable on In for all «. By Theorem 4, to show g is ^"'-integrable on I we need only show that 2 0(F; Ik)<<x>. Since 0(F; Ik)< lßk, this is immediate. Thus g is i?H'-integrable. However, since E is the set of ^-singular points of g, and since g is not i?-integrable on In for any n, it follows that g is not J*?H-integrable. It is clear that g is not .^-integrable. 
